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____________________________________________________________________ 

 

The purpose of this thesis was to set up logistics fulfilment services for on-going 

Crowdfunding projects and other products for new Webshop of the start-up compa-

ny, Case Company. Especially, since the company didn’t own any warehouse 

facility, there was a need to look for contract warehousing, a third party logistics 

partner (3PL).  

 

Accordingly, the first challenge was to do research based on company’s evaluation 

criteria for a third party for contract warehousing and then learned to be accustomed 

to this third party warehouse facilities and operations. On the other hand, as Case 

Company  was specialized in custom crowd funding service packages (Kickstarter, 

IndieGoGo), another challenge was to follow up with inventory forecast from or for 

various crowd funding customers, especially since the demand would not be stable.  

 

Following the thesis’s purpose, the theoretical background was conducted to include 

all necessary knowledge about basic inventory concepts and practices, just-in-time 

logistics perspective as well as business research about 3PL definition and crowd 

funding areas.  

 

The empirical part would be based on author’s experiences when she was doing in-

ternship for the Case Company. All data included in the thesis must be allowed and 

reviewed by Case Company’s owner. However, due to matter of confidential infor-

mation, there were parts where data were marked up or given with false estimation 

according to company’s owner decisions. Last but not least, expert interviews with 

company’s owner alongside with author’s work feedbacks would bring better view of 

company’s situation and a better direction to the final logistics fulfilment services 

design. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Being originally based in New York, U.S.A, Case Company has been in the business 

for almost three years with its own storage space there. However, realizing the ineffi-

cient uses of this facility, the owner decided to shut it down to look for other 

fulfillment solutions for easier movement and faster access to company’s goods and 

shipments status.  

Starting from January, 2017, the thesis author took logistics intern position in Case 

Company  and ever since, she has been assisting company’s owner with the set-up of 

logistics operation, one of which was to search for eligible 3PL (third party logistics) 

partner.  

At the moment, the author has successfully contacted and established the partnership 

between the company and a 3PL partner, named Shipwire (based in U.S). According 

to the sales plan, for the incoming six months, both sides shall work together on set-

ting up SKU in chosen Shipwire’s warehouse facilities as well as managing the or-

ders’ shipments worldwide.  

Upon the approval of Case Company’s owner, the author shall have access to the 

company’s data concerning SKU, shipping plan, returning goods policy, and other 

inventory management practices. Due to the matter of confidential information, there 

will be parts where data would be marked up or given with false estimation 

according to company’s owner decisions. Either way, all these data and information 

upon applying necessary theories shall equip the author with detailed insights toward 

her thesis topic. 

2 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND THESIS PURPOSE 

2.1 Thesis Conceptual Framework  

For the purpose of designing logistics fulfillment services for Case Company, the 

conceptual framework of this project consists of the relationship between inventory 

management and demand allocation upon the support of concerned department.   
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First, it’s necessary to describe about Case Company  background concerning the 

company’s business projects and sales target. In fact, the first phase of logistics 

services design will focus on business review, company’s operation performance 

analysis and logistics problems identification. Then, the second phase of the strategy 

will focus on Case Company ’s logistics operations set-up and consideration for the 

preliminary strategy design. After that, phase three of the strategy will justify the 

preliminary strategy with thorough considerations to finalize the logistics fulfillment 

services design. Lastly, the conclusion and recommendation will summarize the 

author’s findings from doing researches for the strategy design and finalize the thesis 

learning outcomes.   

 

Figure 1: Logistics Fulfillment Services Design (Duong, 2017) 

 

2.2 Research Objectives 

What are the products or service that Case Company  is offering? 

What are the current logisitcs problems or challenges that Case Company is 

encountering?  

Who are the potential partners that Case Company plans to cooperate with? 

What is the cost for using 3PL for Case Company?  

What are the requirements for 3PL of Case Company? 

How does Case Company manage its inventory and shipping orders through 3PL 

strategy? (shipping schedules, goods returns, 3PL agreements, etc...) 

Finnish Innovation LLC  
Business Background

Logistics Fulfillment Services 
Design

Phase 1 - Business review

Summary and 
Conclusion for Finnish 

Innovation LLC

Logistics Fulfillment 
Services Design 

Phase 3 – Implementation 
Evaluation

Logistics Fulfillment Services 
Design

Phase 2 - Business 
Researches
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2.3 Research Boundaries 

Since the internship is done in mobility, distance meetings and schedules must be set 

and followed strictly. Especially, this project is aiming at global growth of the 

company, time management becomes more crucial when it comes to contact with 

partners from other countries.  

Other than that, the student is entitled to be logistics manager and though receiving 

great support from owners with many ideas, majority of the research and partnership 

contact will be based on student’s own knowledge and much of individual efforts. 

3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

3.1 Basic Inventory Concepts  

Inventory management is an important business practice, hence there is a need to 

understand inventory role in production and marketing operation within a company.  

Basically, holding inventory has great impact over these five areas: Economies of 

Scale, Balancing Supply and Demand, Specialization, Protection from Uncertainties 

and Inventory as a Buffer (Grant, D.B., Lambert, D.M., Stock, J.R. & Ellram L.M., 

2006, 128 – 130). The following mind map will clarify the relationship between 

holding inventory and these impacts.  
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Figure 2:  Holding Inventory Purposes (Mindmeister, 2017) 
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On another approach, there’re other reasons for holding inventory, namely as 

following:  

- Uncertain and unpredictable demand patterns 

- Trade-off between transport and shipping costs, justifying larger shipments 

- Discounts via bulk buying 

- Distance between manufacturer and the end customer 

- Cover for production shutdowns 

- Availability to increase production runs 

- High seasonality 

- Spare parts storage 

- Work-in-process storage 

- Investment stocks 

- Document storage 

Other than understanding the purposes of holding inventory, categorizing inventory 

types is also an important practice in inventory management area. There are six types 

of inventory:  

 

Figure 3:  Inventory Types (Grant, D.B., Lambert, D.M., Stock, J.R. & Ellram L.M., 

2006, 131 – 135) 

Cycle stock occurs to replenish used or sold stock to meet demand under conditions 

of certainty, concerning demand prediction and lead times. In-transit inventories, on 

another hand, distinguish itself from cycle stock for they are not for sale or used as 

subsequent reshipment. These inventories move from one place to another as one at 

the place of shipment origin. Speculative stock mainly deals with uncertainties as 

Inventory 
Types 

Cycle 
Stock

In-transit 
Inventories

Satety or 
Buffer 
Stock

Speculative 
Stock

Seasonal 
Stock

Dead Stock 
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lack of material or workforce problems. Seasonal stock deals with matters of 

seasonal supply and demand factor, specialized in accumulating inventory before 

seasonal period begins. Finally, dead stock refers the inventory that no longer had 

any demand and has been staying idle for some certain period of time. (Grant, D.B., 

Lambert, D.M., Stock, J.R. & Ellram L.M., 2006, 131 – 135) 

Eventually, it is as logical to understand about inventory waste concept. The wastes 

will be resulted in these following scenarios: Excessive stock as materials or finished 

products are over purchased than needed for short-term benefits. These stocks can 

also be stacked up inventories to safeguard continuation of production. Idle in-transit 

stock, on another hand, is queues of materials, waiting to be processed for continuous 

processing. Dead stock as useless stock with no demand, is subsidized by earnings 

retained from other production. Lastly, out of stock means unavailable resources for 

production or distribution, which will influence company’s sales. (Lai, K., Cheng, 

T.C.E., 2009, 81)  More or less, these are factors that incur companies high cost 

either economical or opportunistic in inventory management. All in all, there might 

be crucial need to consider about Just-In-Time inventory practices, including precise 

demand forecast, careful capacity plan in accordance with sales plan and market 

conditions report.   

 

3.2 Basic Inventory Management  

As a brief sum up, the following table about pitfalls of inventory management and 

their symtomps shall provide a big picture on areas of consideration for inventory 

management.  
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Accordingly, the following parts are measurement tools and practical areas to build 

up such efficient logistics fulfillment services design. These include: inventory 

management measurement of effectiveness, impact of demand patterns on inventory 

management, inventory management under conditions of certainty, financial aspects 

of inventory strategy, forecasting, order processing and returning goods policy.  

 

Figure 4 Pitfalls of Inventory Management and Their Symtomps (Lai, K., Cheng, 

T.C.E., 2009, 82) 
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3.2.1 Impact of Demand Patterns on Inventory Management  

As explained earlier, demand forecast plays critical factor in inventory management 

practices, helping companies to reduce inventory wastes and save operation costs. 

Accordingly, “pulled” or “pushed” inventory systems and “independent” or 

“dependent” demand have such implications for inventory management methods.  

“Pull” or “Push” inventories are driven by the way companies distinguish their 

production. Push inventories are prepared to serve actual customers’ demand while 

pull inventories are relied upon demand forecast or anticipated sales estimates to 

customers.  

On another hand, “independent” or “dependent” demand inventory focuses on 

whether the demand for an item depends on demand for something else. Independent 

demand item or finished good is based on customer orders amount while dependent 

demand items as raw materials or derived components for finished goods, will be 

calculated upon production schedule of the finished goods.  

Either way, it’s the inventory manager who has final words of how much inventory 

to store as well as the right time to order them in.  (Grant, D.B., Lambert, D.M., 

Stock, J.R. & Ellram L.M., 2006, 136) 

3.2.2 Inventory Management under Conditions of Certainty 

  

Figure 5: Cost Trade-off Required to Determine the Most Economical Order 

Quantity (Grant, D.B., Lambert, D.M., Stock, J.R. & Ellram L.M., 2006, 137) 
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The best ordering policy can be determined by minimizing the total of inventory 

carrying costs and ordering costs using Economy Order Quantity (EOQ) method. 

The calculation is clearly stated as following:  

EOQ = √
2𝑃𝐷

𝐶𝑉
 

o P = ordering cost per order 

o D = annual demand or usage of product (number of units)  

o C = annual inventory carrying cost (as a percentage of product cost or value) 

o V = average cost or value of one unit of inventory  

The EOQ concept determines the optimal order quantity on the basis of ordering and 

carrying costs. (Grant, D.B., Lambert, D.M., Stock, J.R. & Ellram L.M., 2006, 136). 

The simple EOQ model is based on the following assumptions:  

- A continuous, constant and known rate of demand  

- Constant and known replenishment or lead time 

- Constant purchase price independent of the order quantity or time  

- Constant transportation cost independent of the order quantity or time  

- The satisfaction of all demand (no stock-outs are permitted)  

- No inventory in transit  

- Only one product in inventory or at least no interaction between products 

(independent demand items)  

- An infinite planning horizon 

- No limit on capital availability  

As for the big picture, the following diagram which links the connection between 

marketing and logistics objectives will indicate the components and all costs required 

in a closed logistics systems.  
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Figure 6: Costs Trade-offs Required in a Logistics System (Grant, D.B., Lambert, 

D.M., Stock, J.R. & Ellram L.M., 2006, 45) 

Accordingly, this diagram is more or less a logistics cost structure matrix, divided by 

distincitve areas of marketing and logistics departments. While each department has 

its own areas of focus: 4Ps for Marketing and different costs varieties for Logistics, 

both share the same interest of place or known as customer service levels.  

In linkage of holding inventory and customer service level, a safety stock policy has 

always been a hot issue for managers. Such factors to consider are: customer 

relations, customer wants and needs, competitive service levels and the ability of the 

firm to support continuous production processes. In most situations, customer service 

levels are improved by adding safely stock for cost of carrying inventory has often 

been included for the firm or has been set arbitraily at an artificially low level.  

Although inventory investment figures will vary from case to case,  relationships 

between inventory investment and service percentage are similar. Apparently, 

customer service levels cannot improved solely by adding safely stock but there’s a 

need to develop precise inventory carrying cost so that inventory planning will be 

clear. Generally, a more economical policy is to stock the highest volume items at 
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retail locations, high and moderate volume items at field warehouse locations, and 

slow-moving items at centralized locations. The centralized location may be a 

distribution centre or a plant warehouse. This type of multi-echelon stocking 

procedure is referred to as ABC: Activity Based Costing analysis. (Grant, D.B., 

Lambert, D.M., Stock, J.R. & Ellram L.M., 2006, 139) 

3.2.3 Financial Aspects of Inventory Systems  

Inventory plays an important role for a firm’s assets. In fact, excessive inventory will 

reduce corporate profitability by net profit and/or company’s total assets. The net 

profit is pulled by costs with holding inventory as insurance, taxes, storage, 

obsolescence, and damage & interest expense. In meantime, inventory investment 

amount will add on company’s total assets, decreasing asset turnover and hurting 

cost of opportunity for other productive assets. Either way, excessive inventory badly 

damages company’s net worth return.  

 The following graph shall demonstrate the calculation method with all costs 

associated with the amount of inventory stored by different categories: capital costs, 

inventory service costs, storage space costs, and inventory risk costs. (Grant, D.B., 

Lambert, D.M., Stock, J.R. & Ellram L.M., 2006, 143) 
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Figure 7: Normative Model of Inventory Carrying Cost Methodology (Grant, D.B., 

Lambert, D.M., Stock, J.R. & Ellram L.M., 2006, 143) 

3.2.4 Order Processing: Inventory Systems  

A primary goal of inventory management is to achieve the best balance between 

inventory carrying costs and customer service. The essential task requires continuous 

and comprehensive planning upon the availability of information through 

communications.  

By the fully updated information on orders, raw materials inventory and production 

scheduling shall be better managed. The distribution center can meet customer 

commitments without increasing inventories. The firm can prepare more accurate 

invoices, invoice customers sooner, and receive payments more quickly and with 

fewer reconciliations. In addition, reduced inventories and faster invoicing shall 

improve company’s cash flow. Eventually, inventory management will be improved 

if crucial information is provided in time for planning inventory strategies. (Grant, 

D.B., Lambert, D.M., Stock, J.R. & Ellram L.M., 2006, 157 – 158) 
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Figure 8: The Customer Order Cycle (Lai, K., Cheng, T.C.E., 2009, 59) 

According to this graph of the customer order cycle, customers will first place their 

orders which will be grouped in batches to handle later. These grouped orders help 

companies to save costs and bring out good economies of scales in tranportation and 

administrative processes. Once the order batches are received, the supplier will 

confirm via receiving notices and start preparing the orders. As processing these 

orders, the supplier will arrange necessary stocks according to the orders’ details. 

The order will then be forwarded to accounting department for billing purposes. 

After the orders got ready to be picked and packed, the goods will be sent to 

warehouses and handled with protective materials for proper care if necessary.  

As preparing shipments to customers, it’s necessary to consider carefully about 

transportation choices so that the orders will be arrived on time and be maintained in 

good conditions. Once the orders are delivered to customers, customer service will 

take care of communication part to assist with uncertainty matters as goods returns, 

goods damages, theft and/or loss  and etc. (Lai, K., Cheng, T.C.E., 2009, 58 – 59) 
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3.2.5 Returning Goods: Handling and Logistics Costs  

While being at the end of order cycle system, goods returns is always the most 

problematic part with extra costs and more responsibilities laid on companies or 

suppliers side. Commonly, this is the stage where customer service proves their 

efficiency through effective communication with customers. Accordingly, there’re 

two areas of considerations of how this returning matter can be managed: the 

reversed logistics and the returns processing.  

Reverse logistics can be defined as the process of planning, implementing, and 

controlling the efficient, cost effective flow of raw materials, in-process inventory, 

finished goods and related information from the point of consumption to the point of 

origin for the purpose of recapturing value or proper disposal. Essentially, reverse 

logistics is the process of moving goods from their “point of consumption” is the 

appropriate link in the supply chain for the purpose of capturing any residual value 

through remanufacturing or refurbishing, or for proper disposal. Thus, reverse 

logistics management represents a “systematic business model… to profitably close 

the loop on the supply chain”. (Grant, D.B., Lambert, D.M., Stock, J.R. & Ellram 

L.M., 2006, 282) 

In the meantime, returning process involves the handling of the goods returns, transit 

packaging and surplus items. As a result, the process operation would incur 

reparation, reuse, refurbishment, recycle and disposal. Economically, there are 

considerations of economical scales of reusing products and the effect on cash flow 

of items that can be repackaged to be available for sale. Fines will be charged if the 

products and packaging are not disposed in a friendly to environment way. 

Nevertheless, doing nothing about returns also costs money as these stocks take up 

space, are difficult to count during stock takes and difficult to value.  

Overall, the idea behind returns processing is to handle the return stock one way or 

another as fast as possible so that the return items would not sit in the warehouse for 

too long. Thus, there’s a need for return items to be carefully managed and handled, 

especially as dealing with damaged and/or defective items, chemicals and hazardous 

products. 
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3.3 Just-in-Time Logistics (JIT)  

Just-In-Time (JIT) is based on the concept of delivering raw materials just when 

needed and manufacturing products just when needed. The focus is to minimize 

waste in manufacturing. Despite the fact that JIT adoption brings great benefits to 

firm perfomance, many firms have found JIT logistics, with its focus on business 

logistics, difficult to practice.  

From an operations perspective, the scope of business logistics is very broad. Hence, 

many innovative management concepts and terms have been built upon the basis 

ideas of JIT logistics. These concepts focus more on the two-sided relationships 

between customers and suppliers. Specifically, SCM, customer relationship 

management (CRM), vendor managed inventory (VMI), Efficient customer 

responses (ECR), and cooperative planning, forecasting and replenishment (CPFR) 

are the most widely known among management concepts for just-in-time logistics. 

(Lai, K., Cheng, T.C.E., 2009, 47).  

Eventually, other areas as relations between JIT and firm perfomance: 

competitiveness and limitation, customer service mangement tools and other critical 

factors for succesful JIT planning will provide a complete overview of implementing 

JIT in firms. (Lai, K., Cheng, T.C.E., 2009, 159 – 165) 

3.3.1 The Goals of Just-in-Time (JIT) Logistics  

The primary goal of JIT logistics is to eliminate waste in production and material for 

good economical scale of the company as well as prove friendly to environment by 

avoiding dead stocks and disposal activities for inventories that have been sitting in 

warehouses for a long time. JIT logistics operations also help to reduce lead time, 

throughput time while improving production quality, boosting productitivity and thus 

enhancing customer responsiveness. Furthermore, JIT logistics practices help to cut 

down purchasing costs from owning excessive stocks.  

JIT logistics method shall conduct such efficient communication within the firm, 

between the firm and the stakeholders. In short, the method helps structuring 

organization discipline and managerial involvement, empowering and motivating 

employees to engage in the decision-making process. Eventually, JIT logistics 
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activities shall integrate different functional areas inside the company without the 

gap between production and accounting. (Lai, K., Cheng, T.C.E., 2009, 21) 

3.4 Contract Warehousing 

In definition, warehouses operated by third-party logistics (3PL) providers are either 

established on behalf of a single customer or can be shared-user or public 

warehouses where a number of different customers share resources and are 

accommodated under one roof. Over the years, E-fulfilment services have been 

developed widely, for instance, warehouse premises for different business aspects. In 

fact, many multichannel operators have adopted the strategy of keeping e-retail 

volumes and traditionally store volumes together, either to utilize spare capacity or to 

maximize uses of separating channels. Several fulfilment services can be listed as 

following:  

- Integrated fulfillment, where internet sales are carried out alongside existing 

retail operations 

- Dedicated fulfillment, carried out in a purpose-built facility 

- Store fulfillment, which involves picking online orders from existing retail 

shelves for separate delivery ex store.  

Overall, 3PL services have been growing favorable eversince with the launch of new 

service and establishment of e-fulfillment. (Richards, G., 2014, 22-23). Under the 

3PL model, there are three parties involved with getting a product to a customer: the 

manufacturer, the customer, and the shipper or 3PL firm. The services a third party 

logistics firm vary widely among fulfillment and logistics functions as following:  

- Dedicated transportation contracting 

- Transportation procurement. 

- Inventory management 

- Logistics management and consulting 

- Freight audit and consulting 

- Shipment tracking and tracing 

- Reverse logistics (returns) and value added services (Handsake, 2016) 

In a nutshell, 3PL service providers specialize in managing all aspects of shipping 

goods from manufacturers and distributors to their customers, wherever the location 
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is. The 3PL firm can operate their own fleets or those of their customers, reducing 

the manufacturers’ liability and cost related to payroll, taxes and workers’ comp 

insurance. A 3PL carrier may even cover the cost of cargo insurance. 

 

3.4.1 Third Party Logistics (3PL): Advantages and Disadvantages  

As everything has its two side, the uses of 3PL also has its ups and downs. In this 

part, the analysis of advantages and disadvantages from using 3PL shall equip the 

author proper knowledge to proceed with the 3PL research in later practical pars.  

Concerning advantages of recruiting 3PL, the benefits can be described as following:  

- 3PL has access to newest technology that is required to perform the functions 

easily and with efficiently. 

- 3PL will pull out most use of modern technology at an appropriate standard 

than any other organization. 

- 3PL has sufficient facilities and space to perform all the required tasks such 

as heavy transport facility and warehousing. 

- 3PL is capable of fulfilling the requirements and goals of multiple clients at 

same time. 

- 3PLcan provide great flexibility and resources to fulfill the customer 

demands at different places. 

- Through 3PL, inventory will be easily accessed and the orders can be 

delivered at very rapid pace. (Writepass, 2012)  

Bascially, a third party logistics provider handles all necessary regulations and makes  

it easier for manufacturers and/or firms to test and enter foreign markets. Aside 

support on freight services, a 3PL can as well assist with logistical issues involved 

with internationalizing a product line, including translating packaging and handling 

the shipping requirements for such low cost. In case of customs issues like lost 

shipments, lack of tracking ability, brokerage fees and unpredictable delivery times 

that can make shipping internationally quite challenging, a third party logistics 

provider can bring great help as well.  

On another hand, 3PL has the ability to manage fulfillment from multiple markets. 

Specifically, 3PL is able to ship goods around the country or around the world. They 
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also have the warehouse capacity to set up fulfillment in many foreign and domestic 

markets. In terms of up-front costs, it’s much cheaper to hire a 3PL service provider 

than owning or renting warehouse space in targeted markets to test or penetrate. 

Through 3PL’s fulfillment services in multiple markets, companies can save much 

cost on smaller shipments, and getting products into customer hands much more 

quickly. 

Concerning the disadvantages of recruiting 3PL, there are considerations in case of 

uncertainties to avoid great problems that damage the company’s reputation. One of 

the biggest problem is the communication conflict that can result operation failures 

or interruptions. The outsourcing company that uses 3PL service may end up losing 

some of the control over the operation, for instance, lost control over shipping 

function or bad effects on customer satisfaction. Another disadvantage is the hidden 

cost factor. A 3PL service provider may be cheaper up front, but over time, the cost 

structure will likely be more expensive than handling the shipping functions in-

house, provided those in-house functions are operating efficiently. (Sooper Articles, 

2011)  

3.4.2 Contract Warehouse (3PL): Decision Criteria and Considerations  

Having identified the uses of 3PL service providers alongside all benefits and 

disadvantages, there now comes the considerations among selection criteria for an 

eligible 3PL partner.  

First, it is efficient to consider about the basic qualities that a 3PL should acquire for 

a long-term partnership commitment. The quality checklist is described as following: 
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Cost efficiency  

Increasing in reliability and strength in service  

Imporving space and capacity utilization  

Short lead time  

Developing of flexibility  

Provide access to techniques and expertise  

Better cash flow   

Figure 9: Factors of choosing a partner (I2 Wordpress, 2017) 

 

Second, logistics audit will clarify operations performance and ability of supplier or 

logistics partners. The audit purpose is to gather sufficient information about current 

operations and performance of such suppliers or partners or even the logistics 

companies themselves. It helps to review the performance and efficiency of the 

concerned parties’ logistics procedures, costs, resources, products and etc. (Waters, 

F., 2003, 75) 

Last but not least, consideration to work toward customer responsiveness along with 

all catching-up innovations in last few decades will help building better production 

practices and improving the company’s logistics performances. Indeed, the following 

graph about the tranformation in different logistics models over the years will bring a 

refreshing view of how companies have been catching up with latest logistics trend.  
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Figure 10 Innovation in Production Supply Chain (Hughes, J., Ralf, M., Michels, B., 

1998, 96) 

4 METHODOLOGY APPROACH 

The following content will be including the research work which is conducted for 

practical parts of the company case. 

4.1 Quantitative Research  

Since there are three stages of the logistics fulfillment services design, the 

quantitative research involves such data collected from Case Company  database of 

historical sales records, inventory records and the company’s logistics operation cost 

structures. 

4.2 Qualitative Research  

The qualitative research on another hand is the author’s own research for 3PL 

partners, company information about procedure and policies in inventory 
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management. Other areas to cover will be including the company’s ordering process, 

ABC analysis. 

4.3 Data Collection and Analysis  

The data collection and information search will be mostly found from company’s 

database with the approval of company’s owner. Other than that, to find out the 

objectives or problems that Case Company is having with their inventory 

management practices, expert interviews (with owners) as well as discussion 

contents   with suppliers and/ or partners can be included for the in-depth analysis by 

the company’s owner permission. 

5 LOGISTICS FULFILLMENT SERVICES: PHASE 1 – BUSINESS 

REVIEW  

In linkage with the thesis topic, the author shall go on identifying the Case 

Company’s problems with inventory management for an appropriate solution in the 

end. Specifically, it is necessary to firstly investigate the Case Company’s logistics 

performance and activities for the past year. Then, in-depth discussion on company’s 

problems idenfications and areas of consideration shall equip the author enough 

knowledge to properly approach the second stage of the inventory strategy. 

5.1 Case Company’s Service Identification  

As mentioned before, Case Company’s service is based on fulfilling needs of 

Crowdfunding projects. Accordingly, these Crowdfunding suppliers got their 

products’ ideas presented on Crowdfunding platforms as Indiegogo or Kickstarter to 

receive financial supports from backers as prior advances to actual manufacture. 

During the fund raising process, business customers (B2B) and private customers 

(B2C) database shall be built while the Crowdfunding companies pull their resources 

together to manufacture the products. In short, despite the fact that sales will keep 

pouring in with full details of customers’ orders, there is no inventory available.  
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Toward Case Company perspectives, before signing service agreements with 

Crowdfunding suppliers, the company owns none of the inventory nor has any 

control over the manufacturing process. Consequently, company’s logistics model 

and specifically the inventory management process will be organized and handled 

differently. As there are differents needs from various Crowdfunding projects to be 

fulfilled, the company’s logistics service is varied from case to case. However, the 

main aim of the service is to provide a full package to Crowdfunding customers 

including worldwide warehouse facilities, international/ domestic shipping 

fulfillment as well as occasional set-ups for custom clearance, VAT registration and 

etc. Thus, there is a high need for Case Company  to associate with third party 

logistics partners (3PL) to become eligible for such logistics services. 

5.2 Company Products  

Over the years, Case Company has been working on several Crowdfunding projects, 

namely: Leveraxe and Spinegym. While Spinegym products are still under 

manufacturing, the company has been selling Leveraxe products for a couple of years 

now. The main distribution channels are Amazon, official Crowdfunding suppliers’ 

websites as well as Case Company  customized webshop.  

As a result, the company has reached new deals with more Crowdfunding projects, 

namely: Fitwood, Neck Backer and etc. On account of the new webshop, the 

company has launched new webshop website with new means of inter-departmental 

communication platforms of Trello and tickets systems (customer inquiries). Some of 

the products to be sold on the webshop are Bubble Cap, Ricu Cut and etc. 

5.3 Company Operation Process 

There are two distinctive operation processes that Case Company go through as 

different phases of company’s business. First, the product approval process is 

incurred to establish partnerships with new Crowdfunding projects. Then, the focus 

on company’s logistics area is described in the company’s retail process map. 

Overall, both process maps are attached and illustrated in the Appendices 2 and 3. 
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In short, Case Company’s retail process aka the product fulfillment matrix involves 

interdepartmental communication and procedures among sales and marketing, 

customer service and logistics departments. The final outcome is to effectively 

associate with Crowdfunding projects’ needs and get the logistics services delivered 

to end customers.  

Accordingly, once new Crowdfunding project is permited, sales and marketing 

department will get on their expertise areas of products advertisement, sales plan 

with support from customer service on products warranty, return policy, maintenance 

and language translation. As customers’ orders come pouring in, Crowdfunding 

suppliers will build up customer database and issue order confirmation to their 

customers. The information will then be passed to logistics department including all 

necessary product details to arrange equivalent logistics services. After that, Case 

Company  logistics department will co-operate with 3PL partners to process all 

received orders and get them shiped to end customers. During this process, tracking 

confirmation will be issued and communicated among all concerned parties 

internally and externally (Case Company to Crowdfunding partners and then to end 

customers). Upon uncertainties as un-delivered products or products returns and 

exchanges, customer service department will contribute their assistance with direct 

customer contacts. 

5.4 Company Activity-Based-Costing (ABC) Analysis 2016 

As reviewing Case Company  ABC analysis in 2016, the company’s cost structure is 

consistent with activity costs of customers placing orders, order processing, 

products’ picking and packing, shipment pickups, customer service and product 

return process. The differences in cost structure, however, are varied among different 

service fees, namely: salaries with social expenses, sales channels fees (Amazon, 

customized webshop, etc.), cost of premises, shipping fees, product returns and other 

costs. Under circumstance of company’s confidential information, the activity cost 

structure has been converted to percentage over total operation costs. The details is 

shown in the following table:  
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Case Company Cost Structure 2016 

  

Customer 

places 

order 

Order 

processing 

Pick and 

pack 

product 

Shipment 

pickup 

Customer 

service 

Product 

return 

process  

Salaries with 

social expenses  13,10% 8,73% 4,37% 1,31% 13,10% 3,06% 

Sales channel 

fee 1,16% 0,87% 0,87% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Cost of 

premises 7,97% 2,28% 6,83% 1,14% 4,10% 2,73% 

Shipping  0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 21,84% 0,00% 1,46% 

Product returns  0,00% 0,73% 0,00% 0,29% 0,00% 1,16% 

Other costs  0,48% 0,48% 0,48% 0,48% 0,48% 0,48% 

TOTAL 

COSTS 22,72% 13,10% 12,55% 25,06% 17,68% 8,89% 
 

Figure 11 Company Cost Structure 2016 (Case Company , 2017) 

 

From this data table, there are three areas that occur major costs for the company. 

Mainly, they are service fees for customer places order (22,72%), shipment pickups 

(25,06%) and customer service (17.68%).  The product return process occur the least 

cost of 8.89% over company’s total operation cost. These numbers reveal that there 

are distinctive focus areas for Case Company  and thus the concerns in these areas 

might remain for the following year in 2017. In reference to the resource drivers, the 

different fees components are explained through the following table:   

The Resource Drivers  

Salaries with Social Expenses  Working hours 

Cost of Premises m² 

Sales Channel Fees Assigned directly to customer events  

Shipping  Per lbs. 

Product Returns  Per item  
 

Figure 12 Resource Drivers (Case Company , 2017) 

 

Though not shared by company’s owners, some assumptions on problems under the 

focus areas can be taken into account. The second highest cost of customer placing 

orders incurred by various fees components of salaries with social expenses 

(13,10%), sales channel fees (1,16%) and cost of premises (7,97%). While the 

salaries must have been paid to sales executive to produce sales and gather customer 
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database, cost of premises can be in account of office or other working space rental. 

Much as being in different cost category, the order processing is as important as 

having customer placing orders and thus these activities could have been closely 

linked and done by same department.  

In regards to shipping cost structure including products’ picking and packing and 

shipment pickups, it generates major focus on shipping activity by the highest fee of 

22%. Since the activities in this area might have been carried by third party logistics 

or freight shipping partners, there was little need of premises for instance, warehouse 

facility. However, as there was still a need of empty and wide space to handle 

inventory, the premise cost component of 6,83% to pick and pack the products was 

reasonable.  

On account of customer service cost structure, the main activity could have been 

responding to customers’ inquiries toward deliveries, handling customer complaints 

and etc. Thus, it was as reasonable as the many hours the job could have taken to get 

customers placing order, which incurred the same level of activity cost contribution 

of 13,10%.   

Lastly, details of Case Company  assets under depreciations shall equip a better view 

of different cost allocation of different activities inside the company. In definition, 

depreciation refers to the cost allocation of assets during the period those assets were 

used. Accordingly, shipping activities take the highest depreciation percentage of 

55%, while customer service operation is the second highest by 25% depreciations of 

company’s assets. Lastly, the order processing area has the lowest assets depreciation 

of 20%. The data is clearly demonstrated in the table below:    

The Assets Under Depreciations Divided into Different Activities  

Customer Places Order 10% 

Order Processing  10% 

Pick and Pack Product 30% 

Shipment Pickup 25% 

Customer Service 15% 

Product Return Process 10% 
 

Figure 13: Company’s Assets Under Depreciations (Case Company , 2017) 

 

Through these data, the company might have owned warehouse facility until last 

year, 2016. However, realizing that the warehouse use was not as efficient as 

expected, the owner decided to shut down this facility to look for fulfillment solution 
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from a third party logistics. As for other areas of sales and marketing (orders 

processing) and customer service, though those cost allocation took less than 

logistics part, the importance was apparent and thus could not eliminate nor dismiss 

in any way. Yet, improvements in communication channel or some restructure of 

communication model could be useful. After all, in able to improve company’s 

logistics activities performance, it requires harmonious co-operation and good 

information flow between logistics department and the other two.   

5.5 Problems Identifications 

In order to align the company’s logistics problems with the thesis topic about 

logistics fulfillment services design, the author had an interview earlier with 

company’s owners. Details about the interview is attached in Appendix 1.  

First question about company’s goal of logistics, the owner revealed that he wanted 

to have the least expensive, most responsive, most flexible, and convenient logics 

service for FI webshop and for the crowdfunding customers to ship there products.  

As more Crowdfunding signed contracts means more money, the owner wanted to 

offer these customers a nice logistics package to ship their products after their 

campaign is over. 

Second question about logistics challenges that the company is facing, the owner 

revealed that Case Company doesn’t own any warehouse right now. The fact that the 

company owns little inventory would mean little bargain over shipping companies. 

Other than that, the company doesn’t run any logistics software nor any other 

software integration to company’s sales channels.  

Third concern about an logistics fulfillment services design, the owner expressed that 

he would like thesis author to provide a solution or even better to come up with such 

plan.   

Fourth, the owner expressed the need to look for third party logistics (3PL) partner 

and there was a selection criteria for the research. The chosen 3PL should be eligible 

for competitive price, effective sales channels intergration, global warehouses for 

easy access to inventory from different location in the world.  

In term of getting access to company’s confidential information and data as well as 

the permission to reveal them in thesis, the owner said to mention the company’s 
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name as much as possible. However, every information or data to be used for the 

thesis must be explained to get the owner’s approval, case by case. 

6 LOGISTICS FULFILLMENT SERVICES: PHASE 2 – 

OPERATIONS SETUP AND CONSIDERATIONS  

Toward the interview with Case Company ’s owner, there will be other outcomes 

coming along with the thesis research rather than its primary topic on logistics 

fulfillment services design. The main purpose is to solve logistics problems that the 

company is facing, especially with its unique business model. These outcomes would 

relate to inventory management practices to come up with a relevant logistics 

fulfillment services design in the end. Specifically, these outcomes are: the selection 

process for 3PL, inter-departmental communication model, logistics service process 

and communication between Case Company , 3PL and Crowdfunding customers.  

In this part, the author shall discuss about considerations for these outcomes as well 

as all possible problems/ hazard  that would relate to her thesis topic. The selection 

process for 3PL with detailed supplier audit plan on areas of pricing, 

competitiveness, and global locations will first solve company’s problems of 

warehouse facilities. Then,  the communication within the company and between the 

company and Crowdfunding customers will be done on basis of getting shipping 

details (inventory information and volume, shipping plan) as well as shipping 

addresses and other information. Eventually, the purpose is come up with a 

preliminary design of logistics fulfillment services. 

6.1 Third Party Logistics (3PL): Research and Solution  

In the beginning of the search for 3PL, there was a set of the selection scope, namely: 

3PL’s service quality, warehouse locations, cost structure, reliability, related freight 

companies, relevant policies and conveniences. After looking around for compatible 

3PL partners in combination with Crowdfunding customers suggestions, the 

comparison was based on some companies as following: TNT, Customs Parcel 

Solutions, China Divisions, Shipwire, GLS, and Avid Logistics. Except for TNT and 
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Customs Parcel Solutions, two companies that didn’t respond to logistics inquiries of 

Case Company , other companies assisted all concerns thoroughly and thus the 

selection process went smoothly.  

As an intern of logistics department for Case Company , the author sent out a general 

message to request order fulfillment and warehouse quotation for one of the 

Crowdfunding project, Spinegym. In detail, the quotation was to be built upon the 

package dimensions (Length x Width x Height) of 1.8" x 16.7" x 2.6"  at weight of 

9.5 lbs. In the following part, the supplier audit progress and the specific bargain 

over the selection criterias will be analysed case by case. 

6.1.1 China Divisions 

In short description, China Divisions is specialized in providing full package of order 

fulfillment services for E-Commerce business. The company has had prior 

experiences dealing with similar customer as Case Company . Specifically, the 

contacted fulfillment executive revealed that she has lately handled two different 

Crowdfunding projects (Kickstarter and Indiegogo) with total fulfillment orders up to 

8000 units.    

The limitation was that China Divisions only has their warehouses in Shenzhen, 

China. Their bargains were that owning multiple warehouses are not always as 

helpful as they seem to be. The saving in shipping costs might not outweight the 

increased cost associated with sending goods to each of the additional warehouses. 

After all, multiple warehouses only make sense if there’s a focus area of customers, 

to whom the products will be sold to and where they are sent to. Nevertheless, this 

bargain led to an offer of  free-of-charge warehouse for at least the first three month 

period.   

In term of returning policy, the procedure is promptly addressed by the fulfillment 

executive. However, no further information can be found on the 3PL’s website and 

thus, the policy appears to be confusing as the share of responsbility remains unclear. 

Eventually, there is a high possibility that the returning and refund procedure will be 

handled case by case which can be very time consuming.  

Toward the cost structure, the basic quotation was based on warehouse fee, shipping 

fee, picking and packing inventory fee as well as tariff and VAT fees to get the 
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inventory imported into China. Depending on the volume of inventory and its value, 

the quotation will be calculated accordingly. For instance, after three months of free 

warehouse, there will be certain charge per cubic meter (CBM) whether total 

inventory is smaller or bigger than 10 CBM.  As for the import tariff and VAT, the 

calculation is based on custom rules and relevant tax regulations of certain country. 

According to China Division, the quoted inventory is subjected to 23% of tariff and 

VAT (6% tariff and 17% VAT) over total value of inventory. Otherwise, there’s 

another way to countervail tariff and VAT issues through a China Division’s relevant 

certificate, which cost about 800$ within one month time to get it ready. 

6.1.2 GLS 

GLS is a big logistics company, one of the leading parcel service providers in 

Europe, which covers up to 41 European countries and 7 US-American states (GLS, 

2017). However, due to uncompetitive quotation with litmited warehouse locations 

in Europe and USA while Case Company ’ Crowdfunding customers receive orders 

from all over the world. The owner decided to not choose GLS. 

6.1.3 Avid Logistics 

AVID Logistics is a new logistics business, found in 2011 and based in USA. The 

company operates in small scale and focus on contract warehousing and fulfillment 

services. (AVID Logistics, 2017). Yet, on basis of general quotation with possibility 

of many hidden costs, Case Company owner also decided to turn AVID’s service 

offer down. 

6.1.4 Final Selection: Shipwire  

Shipwire is a big company that belongs to the Fortune 100 companies list. As a 

business unit of Ingram Micro, Shipwire makes its presence with advanced 

technology platform and distribution centers in over 45 countries in the world. Over 

the years, the company has been awarded with its Shipwire platform and become a 
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leading European E-Commerce service provider. In short, the 3PL is well-known for 

its  global order fulfillment, commerce at scale services upon quite competitive 

pricing strategy. (Shipwire, 2017)  

After a round of comparison and thorough consideration, the owner decided to 

choose Shipwire to be 3PL partner for Case Company . Basically, the E-Commerce 

service provider adapts well with almost all quality that Case Company was looking 

for: competitive cost structure, various contract warehouses around the world, 

responsive to customers’ inquries, wide network with many reliable freight 

companies and etc. On top of everything, there is the convenience of Shipwire 

platform that enables various features under customer’s account. These features 

complete such competent order management solution so that the orders can be 

extended to anywhere, including: quick access to locations, inventory managment, 

order routing, order processing, providing shipping rates, label creation, sales 

automation and so much more.  

Other than that, Shipwire structures and organizes all necessary information on their 

website quite clear and thus it makes all communication between concerned parties 

transparent and very helpful. Concerning matters of inventory management, such 

guidance on shipping and inbound inventory, return and refund policy prove to be 

very handy as they act as check list on requirement how the inventory should be 

packed and received at warehouse so to avoid extra cost for handling inventory. 

More details about Shipwire and the support upon inventory managmenet strategy 

shall be mentioned in the following part and in the Appendix. 

6.2 Warehouse Facilities Management  

As mentioned above, one main quality to choose any 3PL is that 3PL should have 

various contract warehouses around the world. The reasons are to gain quick access 

to inventory, reduce shipping cost, not to mention other conveniences in inventory 

management practices. Concerning Shipwire, the 3PL is present all over the world 

with various fulfillment centers in Canada, UK, Netherlands, China, Hong Kong, 

Australia and different States in U.S.A.  

Nevertheless, there are also downsides as in importing and extra costs on 

transportation that make the uses of multiple warehouses become more sensible. The 
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causes behind these disadvantages are the necessity of registrating the business 

abroad as well as following tax regulations in different regions and countries. Even 

with the support of NRI (Non-Resident-Importer) or custom brokerage, there will 

always be a must to submit service tax and tariff. Eventually, this will not just affect 

shipping cost standpoint but also transit time and inbound freight costs. Thus, there 

will occur the need of another 3PL or 4PL for further assistance on these matters.  

Meanwhile, there are basic operations as setting up inventory, preparing SKU as well 

as gathering all other necessary documents to clear off import duties so that the 

inventory can be well received and recognized at ports and warehouse. As always, 

the more preparation is taken care, the less uncertainties there are and thus extra fees 

can be avoided. 

6.3 Inventory Setup (SKU) 

As Case Company is not manufacturing nor owning the inventory, the co-operation 

with Crowdfunding customers for relevant information to set up SKU (Stock 

Keeping Unit) is very important. The necessary information include products 

volume; specific details on how the products are packaged: inner packages, master 

cases or pallets by dimensions in inches and weights in pounds. Other than that, since 

majority of the orders shall be shipping internationally, it acquires information to 

conduct proper importing procedure. Accordingly, such relevant information include 

EAN (European Article Number), products’ country of origin, HS code (Harmonized 

System) as well as estimation of production cost, whole sale and retailing prices. 

While the packages dimensions and products’ wholesale and retailing prices are 

simple to acquire from Crowdfunding customers, it is rather difficult to get the 

production cost as it is confidential information.    

Afterward, the practices of obtaining all these necessary information must be pulled 

together, filed by Case Company then get them uploaded into the 3PL, Shipwire’s 

platform before inbound shipments. The main purpose is to issue ASN label 

(Advanced Shipping Notice) for Crowdfunding customers to attach outside of their 

packages. The labels with details of SKU barcodes, product description and 

warehouse address shall help to recognize the inventories once they are shipped and 

received at ports and warehouses.  
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On another hand, such applicable shipping documents as ISF form (Importer 

Security Filing), bill of lading, pro forma invoice, packing list will become handy to 

clear custom duties. These documents are prepared by Crowdfunding customers 

and/or the chosen freight forwarders. However, they need to be filled and sent back 

to the custom brokerage before the inbound shipments reach any port to get 

transferred to warehouses.    

On top of everything, it’s unnecessarily that all Crowdfunding customers have their 

own logistics department or their relevant knowledge of these areas. Thus, a 

checklist with inventory information to be gathered and guidance on proper 

packaging will be as convenient so that all costs are promptly addressed without 

incurring any penalty or extra fees. 

6.4 Order Fulfillment and Shipping Plan 

Before getting any further with details on order fulfillment and shipping plan, it is 

necessary to review sales aspects from both sides, Case Company  and 

Crowdfunding customers. The nature of Crowdfunding projects is that the orders are 

placed and purchased even before the products are manufactured and thus though 

sales are produced, orders will not be fulfilled right away. Toward Case Company , 

the company doesn’t own inventory as in term of manufacturing or directly 

supplying them, at least not until the company signed service contract with 

Crowdfunding customers. Upon this business nature, demand forecast is almost 

impossible to make however there is still a need to keep some sales plan coming up 

in case there are returned products stacking up in the warehouse. Accordingly, this 

model mainly involves push strategy to fulfill orders under scenario the inventory are 

ready for outbound shipments to end customers.  

Concerning the 3PL, Shipwire’s orders fulfilling procedure, after identifying and 

uploading SKU information into their platform and get the inventory sent to the 

selected warehouses, the next step is to set up back orders information. Specifically, 

this worksheet contains details of customers’ orders with products quantity, 

description, contact information and shipping addresses. Through this worksheet, 

Shipwire can set up shipping plan, calculate transit time and shipping costs for the 

outbound shipments. As for Case Company share of responsibility, the company 
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needs to clarify cases of priority orders, updates on adds-on and customers’ addresses 

changes. The purpose is to get the back orders worksheet as accurate and up-to-date 

as possible so that it can help reducing uncertainties and maximizing customers’ 

satisfaction.  

Overall, while the orders fulfillment and shipping process seems clear, the obtained 

information requires major support of customer service in term of customer 

satisfaction and orders’ updates. As mentioned above, the pre-orders are placed as in 

return of financial backers for Crowdfunding projects. Alongside with the 

manufacturing which takes months, the backers can grow impatient and thus 

changes, urges are understandable. Under these circumstances, customer service 

plays an important role in easing the situation and “buy” some more time in case of 

manufacturing delays. On account of Case Company customer service practices, the 

company carries on a ticket system that allows the concerned departments to receive 

and solve customers’ problems soonest as they arise  All in all, these practices help 

to pull all actions in line with updated information and thus its effects on on orders 

fulfillment and shipping plan cannot be underestimated. 

6.5 Cost Structure and Considerations  

Now that the problems and the basic operation of Case Company’s logisitcs 

department have been clearly identified, it is about time to consider about cost 

structure as well as the solutions to the remaining problems or possible hazzards. 

While the cost structure cannot be mentioned, considerations about ways to keep 

such effective cost will be taken into account. Other than that, relevant solutions to 

current Case Company logistics problems shall provide a better view for phase two 

of the logistics service design. Afterward, the purpose is to come up with the final 

plan with alternatives in phase three of the inventory strategy.  

Concerning warehouse facilities management, the monthly cost structure consists of 

a minimum monthly spend amount, handling fee, storage and support pricing that 

Case Company has to settle with the 3PL, Shipwire. However, the nature of 

Crowdfunding business is unstable with changes to be incurred from time to time. 

Thus, negotiations for flexible terms of service contract with Shipwire shall cut the 

tension for Case Company if Crowdfunding customers need more time to get their 
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products ready for inbound shipments. Accordingly, Case Company reached the deal 

to have the minimum monthly spend to be waived during the ramp period of the first 

ninety days. The handling fee will only occur once the inventory is received to 

handle and pick at the warehouse. The storage and support pricing calculation is 

based on total inventory volume by CBM (cubic meters) yet there is no additional 

charge to use multiple warehouse facilities.  

Concerning logistics fulfillment services design, there’s a high need to conduct clear 

guidelines on shipping and inbound inventory for Crowdfunding customers to follow 

precisely. In case the inventory does not come in standard packaging size, there will 

be an additional charge of value added services on basis of hourly rate per work 

order. Hence, it is best to have clear communication between Case Company and 

Crowdfunding customers toward the packaging guidelines to avoid the extra cost of 

handling the inventory.   

Concerning the support of customer service, excellent cutomer relationship with 

assistance on customer inquires, updates on orders’ changes as well as follow-ups on 

orders’ returning/ exchanging process is crucial to keep all logistics practices in line. 

Specifically, high rank of customers’ satisfaction means less orders’ cancellation 

while shipping list will be kept up-to-date with all changes to be promptly addressed. 

Accordingly, the shipping route shall be planned precisely by correct inventory 

allocation and thus all relevant costs of transportation, inventory storage, order 

processing and information will be addressed effectively.    

Concerning matters of custom clearance and/ or VAT registration over the imported 

inventories, Case Company shall need to own these inventories including all 

necessary products’ information of production cost, HS Code, EAN/GTIN code, 

country of origin, selling prices, relevant invoices and etc. Overall, this shall require 

close contacts between FI and Crowdfunding customers to collect the required 

information.  

7 LOGISTICS FULFILLMENT SERVICES: PHASE 3 – 

JUSTIFICATIONS, FEEDBACK AND EVALUATION  

In this part, the author will apply the preliminary design of logistics fulfillment 

services design on a combined shipments that she has had experiences working on 
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during her internship. Specifically, this shipment involves two Crowdfunding 

customers of Case Company  for their upcoming shipment from Finland to U.S.A in 

mid of May, 2017. The author’s responsibility was to look for eligible custom 

brokerage to import the products into U.S.A, assist inventory setup, upload SKU 

information on 3PL’s platform and other practices to get the inventory ready for 

inbound shipments. Accordingly, all encountered problems and learning experiences 

shall be addressed as consideration to finalize the logistics fulfillment services 

design. 

7.1 Inventory Management Practices  

First of all, it’s important to have Crowdfunding customers go through a checklist for 

clear awareness of necessary information and procedure upon inventory management 

practices. Two documents of the inbound inventory & shipping guidelines and the 

return & refund policy are quite handy and efficient in this stage.  

After gathering all necessary products’ information, it is about time to fill in SKU 

details and get them ready to upload into 3PL, Shipwire’s platform. The purpose is to 

succesfully process the “send inventory to warehouse” function as well as to issue 

ASN label (Advanced Shipping Notice) to Crowdfunding customers with inventory 

barcode and the warehouse addresses. Afterward, these practices help to get the 

inventory well received and easily recognized once they reached to the warehouse. 

As the inbound shipment is ready to go, Crowdfunding customers can review the 

following reminder to make sure the package is prepared in the standard scheme to 

avoid additional cost of non-standard receiving. This final checklist can be described 

as following:  
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Checklist Tasks Status 

Have a Receiving Order (ASN) created for it  

Arrive with tracking information  

Arrives properly labeled and packaged  

Arrive with the products listed on the ASN  

Arrive free and clear of customs, duties, and tariffs, with correct importer 

of Record & Tax ID information 

 

Arrive at the pre-scheduled appointment date/time  

Figure 14: Checklist on Standard Receivings (Shipwire, 2017) 

7.2 Customs Clearance and Import Duties  

By the fact that Case Company will act as the importer in most cases, it is necessary 

that the company has as much ownership of the inventory as Crowdfunding 

customers. Thus, there is a need for FI to actually buy the products to be company’s 

own inventory. Other than that, as FI is registered in U.S.A, there will another need 

to register business for valid VAT (Value Added Tax) and tax ID in other countries 

that has 3PL, Shipwire’s warehouse facility.  

As for the combined shipment of Crowdfunding customers, Case Company  decided 

to go with customs brokerage service from customs brokerage partner for their 

worldwide service range. Accordingly, there is a checklist of applicable shipping 

documents to prepare and submit to customs brokerage partner at least 24 hours prior 

to sailing. The documents list is as following:  

Documents Required Actions 

ISF ‘10+2’ (Importer Security Filing) 

worksheet  

Filled by the freight forwarder or 

Crowdfunding customers 

Bill of lading Prepared by Crowdfunding customers 

Pro forma invoice Prepared by Crowdfunding customers 

Packing list  Prepared by Crowdfunding customers 

 

Figure 15: Document Checklist for Customs Clearance (Duong, 2017) 
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In term of cost structure, the customs clearance service fees are based on the 

comodity volume, description and total number of annual shipments. Regarding the 

combined shipment, there was a concern if the reported commercial value can be 

lowered in terms of free gifts to influencers/ backers for their Kickstarter support. 

However, in reference to US guideline on customs value and information from the 

customs brokerage consultant, no items can be valued at no charge providing there’s 

a must to clarify reasonable value on the invoice that reflects the item. Basically, 

different countries have different tax regulations and thus with or without customs 

brokerage service, there will be a need to look up relevant information to solve 

Crowdfunding customers’ tax inquires case by case.  

7.3 Customer Service Aspects and Order Fulfillment Process  

As mentioned above, customer service proves their sufficient supports to logistics 

activities through updating order changes, repsonding to customers’ inquires and 

handling return & refund requests. In order to keep these practices in line with 

logistics activities, it requires in-sync communication between customer service and 

logistics deparments. Accordingly, Case Company  has come up with the ticket 

system for such communication purpose. In case of unsolvable logistics related 

inquiries, customer service agent can pass them over to logistics executive for better 

solutions or responses.  

Mainly, these inquiries refer to the order changes either by shipping addresses or 

additional add-ons. As customer service agents pull the order changes into a 

summarized worksheet, logistics excecutives will update these changes accordingly 

into proper Crowdfunding campaigns (either Kickstarter or Indiegogo) orders’ lists. 

Due to the big order amount in range of thousands, confusions and duplications can 

take place and thus there’s a need to mark these odds for further discussion and cross 

communication between logistics, customer service departments and end customers. 

From experiences of updating add-ons orders, the author has summarized the odds 

that require further support from customer service as well as their implementation 

progress. Afterward, the main purpose is to provide precise updates for back order 

worksheet, which will allocate the inventory to the right warehouses and later on 
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benefit the shipping plan and minimize much of cost structure. Overall, the updates 

results are illustated as following:  

 

Figure 16 Add-ons Updates Results and Progress (Duong, 2017) 

7.4 Finalizing Logistics Fulfillment Services Design 

In summary, the final design of logistics fulfillment services design will be 

developed throughout justifications from actual logistics work orders’ experiences.  

 

7.4.1 Activities checklist and reminder  

The activities checklist is necessary to review the whole process between concerned 

parties: Case Company , Crowdfunding customers, Shipwire and customs brokerage. 

Majority of these activities must be done and checked up before the inbound 

shipment within boundaries of logistics service contracts. Specifically, this checklist 

includes:  
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Main Checklist Status 

Request on product information: comodity description, package 

dimensions, total weights: before and after packing.  

 

Customs clearance document and/or VAT registrations (FI is the 

importer): product’s country of origin, wholesaling and retailing 

prices, manufacturing cost, EAN/ GTIN code, HS code, bill of 

lading, commercial invoice, ISF form, pro forma invoice, packing list 

 

Inbound inventory and shipping guidelines (Appendix 6)  

Stock-Keeping-Unit (SKU) upload into Shipwire’s platform and 

process “send inventory to warehouse” function.  

 

Prepare the Advanced Shipping Notice (ASN) label to email to 

Crowdfunding customers  

 

ASN label must be attached outside of products’ packages  

Customs clearance document and/ or VAT registration must be filled 

and sent back right after inbound shipments  

 

Prepare back order templates with with updates on shipping 

addresses/ orders details for outbound shipments 

 

Outbound shipments quotations  

Return and refund policy (Appendix 7)  

Payment settlement and monthly reports: shipments report, inventory 

management report, customers’ account balance report.   

 

Figure 17 Preliminary Checklist for Inventory Management Practices (Duong, 2017) 

After gathering all necessary products’ information, SKU details will be uploaded 

into 3PL, Shipwire’s platform. The purpose is to succesfully process the “send 

inventory to warehouse” function as well as to issue ASN label (Advanced Shipping 

Notice) to Crowdfunding customers with inventory barcode and the warehouse 

addresses. Afterward, these practices help to get the inventory well received and 

easily recognized once they reached to the warehouse. 

As the inbound shipment is ready to go, Crowdfunding customers can review the 

following reminder to make sure the package is prepared in the standard scheme to 

avoid additional cost of non-standard receiving. This final checklist can be described 

as following:  
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Checklist Tasks Status 

Have a Receiving Order (ASN) created for it  

Arrive with tracking information  

Arrives properly labeled and packaged  

Arrive with the products listed on the ASN  

Arrive free and clear of customs, duties, and tariffs, with correct importer 

of Record & Tax ID information 

 

Arrive at the pre-scheduled appointment date/time  

Figure 18: Checklist on Standard Receivings (Shipwire, 2017) 

7.4.2 Customer Service Aspect and Order Fulfillment Process 

First, effective communication process is necessary to gather all relevant information 

and documents above. The process, however, should be divided into different stages: 

early preparation for the inbound/ outbound shipments; order fulfillment and storage 

support. This process stages can be described as following:  

 

Figure 19 Early preparation for inbound/ outbound shipments (Duong, 2017) 

For this early preparation stage, the main aim is to ensure the inbound/outbound 

shipments to go smoothly so that the inventory will be shipped and received safe and 

sound without incurring any unexpected cost or uncertainty.  

• Product volume and information

• Proper products packaging 

• Customs clearance document and 
relevant invoices

• Inbound shipping plan and freight 
information

• Back order worksheet 

Crowdfunding 
Customers

• SKU template and upload 

• Issue ASN label to Crowdfunding 
customers

• FI acts as the importer

• Forward back order worksheet, 
customs documents and invoices to 
3PL/ 4PL 

Case 
Company • Customs clearance procedure

• Inventory receiving confirmation

• Warehouse setup, outbound shipping 
plan and quotation. 

3PL / 4PL
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Figure 20 Order fulfillment and storage support (Duong, 2017) 

This later stage is more likely the main stage as it includes core activities of 

inventory managment services and order fulfillment with more details on monthly 

cost aspects among all concerned parties: Crowdfunding customers, Case Company  

and 3PL partners. Most importanly, customer service support will be the link that 

keep this whole communication process in line. Specifically, the relevant customer 

service support for logistics activities from each party is demonstrated as following: 

  

Figure 21 Customer Service Support for Logistics Aspects (Duong, 2017) 

Concerning the inbound inventory and shipping guidelines and the return and refund 

policy, these are two documents that are prepared by Case Company in accordance 

• Service logistics contract 

• Settle monthly payment for 
Case Company 

• Sales and customer service 
support

Crowdfunding 
Customers

• Prepare monthly inventory reports 
for Crowdfunding customers

• Forward outbound shipments 
quotations to Crowdfunding 
customers 

• Return and refund policy for 
Crowdfunding customers

• Settle monthly payment for 3PL

• Customer service support

Case 
Company 

• Order fulfillment and storage 
services

• Issue monthly service invoices for 
Case Company 

• Customer service support

3PL 

Customer Service 
Support 

Crowdfunding 
Customers

Supporting sales 
strategy

Assisting customers' 
inquiries 

Updating order 
changes

Case Company 

Updating order 
changes for logistics 

aspects 

Handling return, 
exchange and refund 

procedure

Assisting 
Crowdfunding 

customers' inquiries

3PL 

B2B Customers 
problem solving 

Assisting Case 
Company  products' 
returns procedure 

Assisting other Case 
Company   logistics 

inquiries 
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with their 3PL guidance. Specific details can be found in Appendices 5 and 6. 

Overall, the main purpose is to equip Crowdfunding customers and their own 

customers with relevant amount of information toward areas of storing and managing 

the inventory.  

While the inbound inventory and shipping guidelines help carrying on proper 

products’ packaging in standard dimensions, the return and refund policy clearly 

states returning procedure and investigation for individual customers’ orders. Either 

way, these documents will only be effective if they are clearly introduced and 

promptly addressed by all concerned parties. Thus, clear internal and external 

communication models above are very important to follow. Accordingly, Case 

Company has come up with the ticket system for such communication purpose. In 

case of unsolvable logistics related inquiries, customer service agent can pass them 

over to logistics executive for better solutions or responses.  

In most cases, these inquiries refer to the order changes either by shipping addresses 

or additional add-ons. As customer service agents pull the order changes into a 

summarized worksheet, logistics excecutives will update these changes accordingly 

into proper Crowdfunding campaigns (either Kickstarter or Indiegogo) orders’ lists. 

Due to the big order amount in range of thousands, confusions and duplications can 

take place and thus there’s a need to mark these odds for further discussion and cross 

communication between logistics, customer service departments and end customers. 

Afterward, the main purpose is to provide precise updates for back order worksheet, 

which will allocate the inventory to the right warehouses and later on benefit the 

shipping plan and minimize much of cost structure. 

7.4.3 Customs Clearance and Import Duties  

There is a checklist of applicable shipping documents to prepare and submit to 

customs brokerage at least 24 hours prior to sailing. The documents list is as 

following:  
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Documents Required Actions 

ISF ‘10+2’ (Importer Security 

Filing) worksheet  

Filled by the freight forwarder or 

Crowdfunding customers 

Bill of lading Prepared by Crowdfunding customers 

Pro forma invoice Prepared by Crowdfunding customers 

Packing list  Prepared by Crowdfunding customers 

 

Figure 22: Document Checklist for Customs Clearance (Duong, 2017) 

In term of cost structure, the customs clearance service fees are based on the 

comodity volume, description and total number of annual shipments. Regarding the 

combined shipment, there was a concern if the reported commercial value can be 

lowered in terms of free gifts to influencers/ backers for their Kickstarter support. 

However, in reference to US guideline on customs value and information from the 

customs brokerage consultant, no items can be valued at no charge providing there’s 

a must to clarify reasonable value on the invoice that reflects the item. Basically, 

different countries shall have different tax regulations and thus with or without 

customs brokerage service, there will be a need to look up relevant information to 

solve Crowdfunding customers’ tax inquires case by case. 

8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  

In summary, from the internship experiences with Case Company and further re-

searches toward thesis, I have learnt so much more about logistics operations as well 

as new aspects of logistic services (3PL fulfillment) for Crowdfunding projects.  

Throughout time, though there were many obstacles to overcome, all learning out-

comes were rewarding. Not only I managed to work independently most of the time, 

I also received positive comments from the Case Company’s owner on my working 

ability and good endurance with stress and deadlines.  

Concerning research objectives of the thesis framework, I have successfully estab-

lished Case Company’s partnership with the 3PL, Shipwire for contract warehousing 

and E-commerce fulfillment services. I also worked well with other Case Company’s 

departments to prepare sufficient procedure and policy for logistics operations, 
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namely: goods returning policy, outbound shipment and product packaging as well as 

logistics contract with Crowdfunding customers and 3Pl partners. Other than that, I 

prepared well for a combined shipment of two Crowdfunding customers of Case 

Company. My main responsibility was to ensure that the outbound shipment got out 

smoothly with SKU setups, fluent communication with 3PL for required procedure 

as well as searching for custom brokerage service in U.S.A for the goods custom 

clearance there. During the preparation process, there were many misunderstanding 

between Case Company and Crowdfunding customers however in the end, every-

thing fell in place and the shipment got out fine.   
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APPENDIX 1 

INTERVIEW WITH COMPANY’S OWNER 

Question 1: Confidential information about the company, can I reveal the data and 

name of company in my report? 

Answer: You can reveal the name of my company. Advertise it as much as possible, 

as for the data. This you will have to get my approval on, case by case. 

Question 2: What is the goal that you want to reach with logistics work/ research? 

(What is the desired result to reach for the company?) 

Answer: goal is to have the least expensive, most responsive, most flexible, and 

convenient logics service for Case Company ’s webshop and for our crowdfunding 

customers to ship there products. We can get many contracts = money, from our 

crowdfunding customers if we can offer them a nice logistics package to ship their 

products after their campaign is over. 

Question 3: What are current challenges or problem statements that Case Company  

having with logistics? 

Answer: no warehouse, low volumes = bad contacts with shipping companies, no 

logistic software, no logistics software integration to our sales channels. 

Question 4: Inventory management plan? 

Answer: we don't have one, please suggest one. 

Question 5: 3PL selection criteria? 

Answer: price, sales channels integration, global warehouses, for our products are 

made in different places in world. 

Question 6: Can I contact SpineGym directly or through you? 

Answer: only through me. Spinegym is very busy. 

Question 7: Does Case Company  have strategic plan for next 5 years for logistics 

growth? Can you be more specific? 

Answer: no it would great if you could create one. 
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APPENDIX 2  

PRODUCT APPROVAL PROCESS  
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APPENDIX 3 

COMPANY PROCESS MAP 
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APPENDIX 4 

CASE COMPANY – 3PL RESEARCH AND COMPARISON 
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APPENDIX 5 

CASE COMPANY – SHIPPING AND INBOUND INVENTORY 

GUIDANCE 
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APPENDIX 6 

CASE COMPANY – RETURN AND REFUND POLICY  
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